This Week’s Home Learning
Personal, Social and Emotional

Communication and Language

What do you miss about school? Talk about the
We can use many different things to make sounds –
things that make you happy at school. What are you
objects around us (environmental sounds), different
looking forward to doing at school again one day? Is
parts of our bodies such as hands and feet (body
there anything that worries you? You may be going percussion) or our voices (vocal sounds). Using different
to a new school soon – how do you feel about this? sounds, try adding sound effects to your favourite story.
Talk about your feelings with your parents or
For example, tinkling coins when the giant counts his
siblings. Maybe you could draw a picture of your
money, or stamping your feet when the giant is coming, or
school or your friends or the activities you enjoy.
making hen sounds or harp sounds with your voice.

Talk/Draw
Literacy

Listen to ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ on
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4e
Voj-Cidyk&t=18s
‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ is a
traditional tale which means that it is
a story that has been told many times
over many years by different people.
Some people have written it in books.
As the story is told, parts of it can
change. Maybe listen to another
version of the story and find what is
the same and what is different.

Story

- cluck cluck
la la la la  -

Mathematics

Why not do some sorting and grouping.
You could use some of your toys or
other objects. Sort them into groups
using different ways of sorting. You
could sort them by colour, size, type or
something else. How many objects in
each group? Which group has the
most? Which group has the fewest?
How else could you sort them?

Sort/Count

Listen/Do

Physical Development

The 5-a-day exercise challenge. Can you find 5
different ways to exercise each day this week.
Encourage your family to join in. Here are some
ideas:
Ride on your
Climb up and
down the
stairs 10x

Be
Active

Understanding of the World

Magic beans were planted in the story.
In real life, beans and other seeds take
much longer to grow. Why not plant
some vegetable or fruit seeds?
1. Find a pot and a seed,
2. Put some soil in the pot.
3. Push the seed into the soil.
4. Water the seed.
5. Put it on the windowsill in the sun.
6. Keep it watered.

Grow
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Go for
a walk
or a
run for
10
mins

Throw
or
catch
or
kick a
ball
10x

bike or
scooter for
10 mins

Run and
jump or do
star jumps
10x

Expressive Arts and Design

When telling the story of ‘Jack and the
Beanstalk’, toys and bits and pieces
from around the home were used for
the characters and props. Some of the
props were made out of recycled
materials – the axe and harp. Why not
retell this or another story using things
from around your home and make some
props too.

Create

We sincerely hope all our families are safe and well. Please don’t put yourselves under too much pressure
with the home learning – these are just some fun activities you can try. Spend time with your children but
remember to also try and take some time for yourself as well. If you have any further questions or
feedback regarding the home learning email the teachers: Claire: cnavaie@grove.southwark.sch.uk;
Sarah: smaskell@grove.southwark.sch.uk

